This paper researches on trajectory tracking control system through simulation, theory and experiment. It deals with the use of Universal Motion and Automation Controller UMAC based on preview control method to give good trajectory tracking performance of 3-axis servo system. The subject of this paper is to study and design space object trajectory tracking controller based on optimal preview method and then implement it in servo system.
Introduction
The Optimal Preview Control Method OPCM is a new control theory in the recent years, which has been applied in many aspects (Li, Zhou, Hu, & Hu, 2000) and (Li & Lu, 2011) . The field of Preview Control is correlated with using advanced knowledge of disturbances or references to improve the tracking quality or the disturbance rejection (Andrew Hazell, 2008) . The Preview controller is a controller that uses the future information on the target signal and or disturbances in the design process. Generally, OPCM is based on the error, the difference between target signal and the actual trajectory. It is a useful method for the control, namely, Multiple Input Multiple Output MIMO control system. Optimal preview control method for servo systems is an effective to improve the phase response as compared to optimal control method. Once obtained the future information which depends on the activity of the control system, we will be able to calculate the evaluation function.
In (Chandeok & Daniel, 2006) , propose a novel approach for solving the optimal feedback control problem. They construct a Hamiltonian system by using the necessary conditions for optimality, and treat the resultant phase flow as a canonical transformation. Then starting from the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for generating functions they derive a set of 1st Order Quasi Linear partial differential equations with the relevant terminal conditions, which forms the well-known Cauchy problem. They have presented a new method for solving the optimal feedback control problem. While in (Andrew Hazell, 2008) , the controller optimality is determined using either the H 2 or H ∞ norms. The lateral tracking problem is first tackled in (Sharp & Valtetsiotis, 2001) , in the context of steering control of a road vehicle moving at a constant speed along a path. The control is designed using a linear model described in an inertial reference frame; however, as the vehicle moves, the reference frame is updated so that it is aligned to, and coincides with, the vehicle. This process is justified by the intuitive notion that a human driver controls a vehicle using a 'local' reference frame that is aligned to the vehicle. The algorithm is further supported by numerical studies that find the control to be invariant to both changes in position of the reference frame, and also small rotations (Sharp & Valtetsiotis, 2001) . Although, the preview theory of tracking control using the future information has been studied extensively since long time but did not get enough applications in the field of servo control systems, which is one of the most important techniques used in modern industrial processing, that will increase the accuracy and efficiency of the industrial product. Preview control offers one of the few means for improving tracking performance beyond that provided by causal feedback (Ren, Chen, hara, & Qiu, 2001 ). The term "Preview Control" is usually associated with a particular class of anticipative control problems with a preview horizon that extends for a fixed time into the future. The objective of Optimal Preview Control is to find a controller that minimizes the power of the controlled output under definite assumptions about the reference and disturbance signals. Another objective is to determine the control signals that will cause a process to satisfy the physical constraints and at the same time minimize (or maximize) some performance criterion (Lewis & Syrmos, 1995) . The optimal preview control problems have been studied extensively throughout the 60's and 70's of the last century (Sheridan, 1966; Bender, 1968) and (Tomizuka, 1976) . Before that, under normal conditions the servo control system did not use the future information. It is interested with using future information (advanced knowledge) of disturbances or references to minimize the evaluation function in the control period (optimal control theory) in order to improve tracking quality or disturbance rejection. The use of future information has great potential for performance improvement.
Optimal Control with Preview Feedforward Compensation
The following discrete-time control system is considered
Where:
is a q×1 disturbance vector. While; matrices A, B, C, and D are independent of (i) matrices with (n×n), (n×r), (m×n), and (m×r) dimensions respectively. Where: R(i) is a (m×1) objective signal . The error signal is defined as:
Assume that system (1) is controllable and observable and there exists r ≥ m. it is easy to obtain the following error system.
We introduce the performance index for the system (1) as follows:
Where: Q and H are weighting matrices settled by the designer.
Suppose the target value signal from the present time (i) to the future step M R , as well as to the interference signal of step M d are all known. Based on previous research (Liao, Cui, & Shen, 2009 ) and (Lin & Brandt, 1998) , the optimal control input with feedforward compensation of system (1) is achieved as the following:
Where: Here: F 0 is a state feedback matrix of the error system, F R is a feed-forward parameter matrix, F d is preview feed-forward parameter matrix for disturbance signal, and P is The algebraic Riccati equation. The first item on the right side of Eq. 4 expresses the conventional optimal servo system, and based on this, the optimal preview servo system is composed of preview feed-forward compensation item by making use of future target value as expressed in the second item and preview feed-forward compensation item by making use of future interference as expressed in the third term. In addition, if the initial value is not zero, it also can carry out initial value compensation. Through feed-forward coefficient matrix, it can be seen that the feedback characteristic of optimal preview servo system is only determined by weight coefficients matrix Q and H of evaluation function, which only influences the feed-forward effect of target value signal and target signal.
Relationship between Preview Steps and Evaluation Function
Since,
is the characteristic matrix of closed-loop system, the modules of all of its characteristic values should be less than 1, then, from the Eq. (5) it can be known:
That is to say, the more distant future information has less influence on the functional value of performance index; when the preview steps reach a certain extent, and if the preview steps are increased further, then the effect of functional value of performance index will not be obvious. The following theorem presents the relation between preview steps and functional value of system's performance index: Theorem: with respect to error system assume that its target value and disturbance signal present step change respectively and independently, the target value from current time (i) to future M R step as well as to the disturbance value of future M d step are known, and the optimal preview control input is expressed in Eq. (4), so then, the functional value of performance index specified in Eq. (3) will be monotonically decreased degree by degree along with the increase of preview steps, until reach to a fixed value, that is:
Where: J R is the pre-viewable part of the evaluation function value, J d is the distributed part of the evaluation function, and S is positive definite symmetric matrix of the following Lyapunov formula
The use of optimal preview servo implemented in the pre-viewable part of the evaluation function value predicted J FR and un-preview optimal predicted value of the servo system evaluation function measured J R0 , then the preview evaluation function J PR can be obtained as following:
Compared with:
Where: 
Is the following:
And from (11) we can see that:
Which is satisfying Lyapunov equation specified in Eq. (7). And also because the solution of this equation is only one, therefore S R =S, according to Eq. (1), it also can be known that Eq. (6) is true. Similarly, we can prove the condition previewed by disturbance.
In order to study the effective preview steps and to present the role of preview visually, it needs to calculate and implement the previewed evaluation function value J RF of preview part in the optimal preview system, then measure the comparative value with evaluation function value J R0 of optimal servo system without preview, this comparative value is calculated as follows:
Simulation and Experiment
In servo control system design, it is very important to design feedback control regulators of prescribed structure for both stability augmentation systems and control augmentation systems. The importance of using servo systems in contrast to open loop systems include the need to improve transient response times, reduce the steady state errors and reduce the sensitivity to load parameters. Improving the transient response time generally means increasing the system bandwidth. Faster response times mean quicker settling allowing for higher machine throughput. Reducing the steady state errors relates to servo system accuracy. Finally, reducing the sensitivity to load parameters means the servo system can tolerate fluctuations in both input and output parameters. Generally, the servo control can be classified into two fundamental classes of problems. The first one addresses the command tracking. It covers the question of how well does the actual motion follow what is being commanded. The model commands in rotary motion control are position, velocity, acceleration and torque. In the linear motion, the force is used instead of torque. The part of servo control that directly deals with this is often referred to as "Feed-forward" control. It can be thought of as what internal commands are needed such that the user's motion commands are followed without any error, assuming of course a sufficiently accurate model of both the motor and load is known. The second general class of servo control covers the disturbance rejection characteristics of the system. Disturbances can be anything from torque disturbances on the motor shaft to incorrect motor parameter estimations used in the feed-forward control. In contrast to feed-forward control, which predicts the needed internal commands for zero following error, disturbance rejection control reacts to unknown disturbances and modeling errors. Complete servo control systems combine both these types of servo control to provide the best overall performance.
Motion Controller Design for 3-Axis servo Table
The schematic of the experiment system is illustrated in Figure 1 , and the experimental system hardware environment is illustrated in the Figure 2 . The experiment system includes: PC unit, Universal Motion and Automation Controller (UMAC), three units of servo drives, three servo motors, and Three-axis XYZ servo table. Both axes are driven by similar mechanical components. UMAC is linked with servo drive which is linked with matching servo motor; then servo motor drives precision positioning platform through coupling. The signal line of encoder of motor is linked with wiring board corresponding to UMAC. It feeds back the actual position of 2012 motor by encoder of motor; due to the influence of mechanical transmission, it does not feedback the actual position of platform slider, actually it is a semi-closed loop feedback system, if it is equipped with grating rule, it will be a closed loop feedback system; due to the limit of experimental condition. Ball screws are used to move each load in X, Y and Z directions. The output torque of motor is transmitted to screw rod shaft through couple, and the connection between motor and screw rod of the equipment adopts axial direction rigid coupling, so it can be deemed that there is no transmission error between them. But for the place where screw rod is linked with slider, the above-mentioned acting force appears as radial force F r and axial force F s pushes slider with the load to carry out rectilinear motion along guide rail. However, the radial force F r will produce a driving torque. Due to the inertial moment of screw shaft is relatively small, so we can ignore the influence of screw shaft's rotation on the moment of force. 
Where: α: angle of deviation; r: The radius of screw shaft; T: Output torque of motor.
Take slider as an object studied, the equation of motion of screw shaft transmission can be established according to Newton second law:
Where: m is mass of the load; β is the damping coefficient; x is the shift of the Load movement; x  is the speed v of slider, and F s is the axial force of screw rod on holding frame. The damping coefficient β in equation is an important parameter in the establishment of model. It represents the friction condition suffered during the motion of system. This value can be obtained through experiment. Let motor do uniform motion, and then use the monitoring function of servo drive to check instant torque value of motor. According to the above equation of system, it can be converted to the trust size of screw shaft on slider, and it is numerically equal to arithmetic product of speed and damping coefficient. When the motor does uniform motion, its acceleration is zero, that is to say: 
Simulation Results and Analysis

Simulation Results
When the slider carries out uniform motion at different speeds, the corresponding torque value is observed under the torque monitoring mode of servo amplifier; in this way, it can find out the relationship between them. The purpose of doing this experiment is to establish a transition between torque and velocity. According to the following data, it can get a similar relationship in MATLAB by data fitting. Table 2 shows a set of data obtained from experiment in accordance with the above principle of experiment. By using MATLAB, and from the above data, we have obtained the following equations: 
Where: V i (i=x,y,z) represents the velocity of various platforms, while T i (i=x,y,z) represents the torque of various platforms. In this way, it establishes the bridge between torque and velocity, and accordingly provides input data for the following experiment. And According to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, and when D=0, the specific space model of experimental system is defined as the following:
Where: X is the state variables and U is the input variable defined as the following:
X pi : Axis shift; X vi : Axis motion velocity and Ti: Axis input torque; and ( i = x,y, z). With a continue time system and based on the above parameters matrices A, B and C are obtained as the following: 
Using MATLAB to discrete the system with 0.2 s; target trajectory is derived as spiral form: 
H diag
By using MATLAB Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the position response and the tracking error of the 3-axis servo table system. Take the above velocity as input to obtain the actual trajectory, and adopt PVT motion mode to achieve; the PVT mode algorithm of UMAC cards is unique and effective as it just needs specified time, specified terminated velocity to realize the control of specified velocity through the positions calculated by specified formula. Because the UMAC uses the control in the way of pulse plus direction, it fits precision positioning platform and its biggest advantage is precision positioning; before the pulse command is issued, it will calculate the trajectory of spline by DSP processor of UMAC in advance to ensure the smooth transition between spline curves, so no matter what control method we adopt, its trajectory is smooth curve. Figure 2 . Experimental system hardware environment
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Simulation Analysis
We can see that the simulation trajectory fits object trajectory well, and almost coincides with it. Normal direction error synthesizes the error of various axial directions, and it evaluates the whole tracking error of space object trajectory. It can be seen from the Figures 3 and 4 that the simulation for spiral form gets good effect, from its normal error analysis chart, it can be seen that its maximum error is not more than 0.3%, and it has got good effect on the whole. Then carry out analysis on various axes. It can be seen from the error analysis of various axes that, except there is an abnormity in the place close to 0 position. According to the error analysis of X-axis, it can be seen that it does not have laws, but there are some mutations in some place, then its error value stabilized at about 1%. But according to the error analysis chart of Y-axis, it can be seen that it reached up to 4% www.ccsenet.org/mer Mechanical Engineering Research Vol. 2, No. 1; 2012 at the beginning, while it gradually decreased and then stabilized, which is a normal phenomenon. From the simulation chart of Z-axis, it can be seen that it reached up to 1.2% at the beginning and then its error value is close to zero. The above adopts optimal preview tracking control algorithm to carry out tracking simulation for space object trajectory, and it makes use of optimal preview tracking control algorithm to track the space objects trajectory, and obtains good results. It can summarize the following conclusions according to the simulation analysis:  Making use of optimal preview tracking control algorithm to track the space object trajectory, and obtain good results, which indicates that the optimal preview tracking control algorithm is sufficiently effective.  From the simulation stage, it seems to get great success. The essence of simulation is simulating the actual trajectory, i.e. an output, and there must be an input corresponding to an output, that is to say there is an input condition to get this good result. When giving this input, the actual trajectory of experimental platform may not coincide with the simulation trajectory. It may be along the course from input to output, that is to www.ccsenet.org/mer Mechanical Engineering Research Vol. 2, No. 1; 2012 say, the mathematical model established deviates to some extent. Therefore, it is very necessary to conduct experimental research, since practice is the only criterion for testing the truth.  From the previous analysis, it can be known that, obtaining this simulation results are dependent on many factors, such as, choice of matrix Q and H, and determination of preview steps, which have a significant impact on simulation results. Therefore, the correct arrangement of parameters is also an important factor in getting simulation. Simulation is the premise for carrying out experimental study, and the simulation results provide a basis for subsequent experimental research.
Experiment Results and Analysis
Download the compiled experimental program to UMAC card, the data collection graph after execution is obtained: because UMAC card's output is pulse, its unit is expressed by pulse. Velocity unit is cts/s and position unit is cts. Its conversion is: 5 mm per 2048 pulses. From the data sample graph, it can be seen that the position curve of each axis is smoother, the middle part of it is closer to straight line, and the turning point of each axis is smoother. Velocity is not very stable, which can be seen in the actual motion. But in general, it is a curve like sine and cosine (the reciprocal of the position), which is not very far off reality. The reason may be that the adjustment of motor controller parameter is not very satisfactory.
In the velocity sample graph which is illustrated in figure 5 , for each axis; X, Y and Z it is obvious that the amplitude of fluctuation at the starting point of velocity is wide, which is because the response process of motor.
From the sample graph of position which is illustrated in Fig 6, it can be seen that the position curves of each axis are similar to the sine and cosine curve. The shape of curve shows that experimental trajectory is quite consistent with simulation and the object trajectory. The velocity curve of each axis is not a smooth curve, and it is also not smooth in the actual motion, because the experimental input is a constant velocity in each equal time interval, and it has a transition process on the speed in the next time interval, therefore, it cannot be a smooth curve. But in general, it maintains a derivative relationship with position curve. It also has a certain relationship with the specified parameters of motor, so if the configuration of parameters is proper, its trajectory is a smooth curve. 
Conclusion
Optimal preview control system can be constructed from the idea to target value. It is similar to the result of trying to shape a better target for reply the human intuition.
Through the simulation research of algorithm, it shows that the proposed optimal preview control algorithm is effective, but also it shows that the optimal preview tracking control algorithm has been very mature in the linear space theory except for that there is a deviation occurred in the process of establishing experimental model.
Through experimental analysis, it verifies that there is a certain deviation between simulation and experiment, the experiment is the final inspection for tracking control algorithm, although the experimental result has large error, yet it is an effective tracking control algorithm. Combination of theory and practice will reflect a great vitality, so it must also strengthen the applied research of optimal preview tracking control algorithm.
When the previews steps are zero, not found, then we have no feed forward compensation. Such a control system is optimal control system OCS yet it is not an optimal preview control system OPCS. That is to say that optimal control system OCS is a special case of optimal preview control system OPCS when preview step are zero.
Optimal preview control method for servo systems is an effective to improve the phase response as compared to optimal control method. The future information has great importance in determining human behavior. Hopefully, use of the technology depending on future information will increase extensively in different areas.
Summary
In the optimal control system for tracking system, a feed-forward compensator will be added to the system to be more able to trace, along with maintaining a good stability. The goal is to follow a certain specified trajectory. Therefore, a feasible reference trajectory is assumed to be given i.e., a trajectory that can be realized for the system under consideration. The tracking error at each time is defined as the difference between "where the system is" and "where it should be". The problem, now, is to design a controller for the system for which the tracking error converges to zero.
